
INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

SEXIST, FEMINIST, and FINAL GIRL are sitting at the living 
room table, still shaken up by the killings.

FEMINIST
This is useless. Sitting here doing 
nothing is going to get us killed! 

SEXIST
(Scoffs, annoyed)

Says you. I’ll just beat up the 
killer when they come. 

FEMINIST 
(Exasperated)

Of course you are. You don’t think 
I can defend myself? This is the 
problem with men!

Bickering between the two continue (actors freedom). LIGHTS 
GO OUT.

FINAL GIRL 
It’s a blackout. I’ll go find the 
breaker.

SEXIST 
Don’t bother, if you go out there 
you’ll be killed for sure. I’ll do 
it.

FEMINIST 
(Mockingly)

Why? Cause we’re woman? Think we 
can’t do it ourselves?

SEXIST 
yes. Exactly that.

Argument continues and turns into shouting match.
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FINAL GIRL 
You know what? I’ll just go do it.

The other two don’t acknowledge and continue arguing. LAST 
GIRL leaves room. After a bit of fighting the 2 sit in 
silence.

FEMINIST 
*makes sudden chocking noises*

Sounds of STRUGGLE. MUSIC FOR KILLER

SEXIST 
(Annoyed to concerned)

What now?!?…… dude? Hello?

No reply. Then a THUDDING NOISE.

SEXIST 
Damn it this isn’t funny! 

SEXIST searches for FLASHLIGHT. CLICKING NOISE of FLASHLIGHT 
turning on. Light shines on shoes of killer and the dead 
body of the FEMINIST. FLASHLIGHT clatters to the ground. 
Sounds of struggle occur. Then silence. (Sees shadow killing 
happen but not actual”

INT. HALLWAY - SAME NIGHT

FINAL GIRL standing in hallway with a FLASHLIGHT. FLASHLIGHT 
is shining in a BREAKER. She pulls it. 

INT. LIVING ROOM - SAME NIGHT

LIGHTS TURN ON. SEXIST is sitting upright. Suddenly his body 
falls to the floor with a thud and we see a large SLASH 
WOUND on his neck.

MUSIC FOR KILLER CLIMAX AND END

INT. HALLWAY - SAME NIGHT

FINAL GIRL turns off her flash light and starts to walk back 
towards living room. She opens the door and stops in the 
doorway. Hears CLATTER in another room. FINAL GIRL dashes 
towards the kitchen.

FINAL GIRL 
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*heavy breathing* oh god (some kind 
of panic dialogue) 

*MUSIC FOR KILLER*

KILLER walks down the hallway calmly after the FINAL GIRL. 
KILLER hums to themselves, wiping the blood off of a KNIFE 
they carry. FINAL GIRL runs into kitchen, opening drawers 
looking for a knife.

FINAL GIRL 
Where is it?!?

*MUSIC SUSPENSE*

KILLER stops at the doorway.

KILLER 
Remember me?

FINAL GIRL freezes, and slowly turns around.

FINAL GIRL 
……KILLER? you did this? 

KILLER 
Yep!

FINAL GIRL grabs a ROLLING PIN and hits the KILLER with it. 
KILLER stumbles back a bit and snarls. KILLER swings at the 
FINAL GIRL with a knife but FINAL GIRL dodges, getting hit 
in the arm/leg/body part and falling to the floor. Crawling 
on the floor FINAL GIRL heads towards oven.

KILLER
(HUMMING or LAUGHING 
gleefully)

Where do you think you’re going?

FINAL GIRL reaches oven and leans against it, Turing to face 
KILLER from the ground.

FINAL GIRL 
Why? Why did you do all this?  

KILLER 
Why? To get justice of course.   

FLASHBACK STARTS
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Int. KILLED BEDROOM- DAY

KILLER filming video, obviously making content. Viewer count 
is incredibly high, lots of support.

KILLER VOICEOVER  
(Dreamy or delusional)

I was the princess of social media, 
the queen bee, the one everyone 
wanted to be.

KILLER seen posting a comment (something like “feeling cute 
might delete later” (more promiscuous then usual image))

KILLER VOICEOVER
But then it all changed. I got 
cancelled!! 

KILLER scrolling through social media, seeing a hate 
comment/video.

FLASHBACK ENDS

Int. KITCHEN - DAY 

KILLER 
And for what? One measly post? How 
dare you! How could I be cancelled 
when there are worse people out 
there? I mean come on did you see 
those people? So, I took matters 
into my own hands. And now, it’s 
your turn.

KILLER walks towards FINAL GIRL, getting ready to stab her. 
Suddenly FINAL GIRL grasps onto a frying pan and swings it 
hard at the KILLER. KILLER falls down, dropping KNIFE. KNIFE 
slides away from the both of them. They both take a second 
to recover and lunge for the knife. Struggle on the floor 
until finally FINAL GIRL is stabbed. FINAL GIRL gasps then 
KILLER gets on top of FINAL GIRL and stabs repeatedly. 

SILENCE

KILLER 
(Like a crazy psychopath)

*Heavy breathing* + *Laughing*
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KILLER pulls out phone, aiming camera at the dead body of 
FINAL GIRL.

KILLER 
Say cheese *or* you’ve been 
cancelled

FADE TO BLACK.

CREDITS ROLE WITH DIFFERENT SHOTS OF THE BODIES.

After credits end scene

KILLER in same room as start. Typing another email to send. 
Clicks send.

THE END


